Refuge for Canaries in the Mine

by Bill Mazer

Where do you find a refuge from the 20th Century? Down a dusty drive in the hilly backwoods of Petenjo, about 40 miles out of San Diego. We seek out the home of Barbara and Pauline Johnson and find them with their children, Peter, 10, and Mark, 6, and their mother, who made the journey with them. The Johnsons are the owners of an old mission, the San Diego Mission, which was burned in 1824 and never rebuilt. They have spent many years restoring it, and now they live there with their children. The Johnsons are trying to preserve the mission's history and culture, and they have opened it to the public. The children love living there, and they get to see many different animals, such as birds and flowers. They also get to learn about the history of the mission and how it was once a place of worship. They are proud of their heritage and hope to share it with others.
“We’re finally coming out.”
-Kenneth Cole

(To San Diego.)

Now Open.
15¢ Per Minute Daytime Rate! For Three Months!
PLUS A FREE PAGER & A FREE CELL PHONE!
1900 FREE Night & Weekend Minutes for an additional $12
250 local off-peak minutes for an additional $5

STRAIGHT... HIP

NOKIA SONY
FREE
3G RX 100
$149
with activation

OKI 1410 Professional FREE
with activation

WIRELESS USA

OSHMAN’S SUPERSPORTS USA
CROSSMONT CENTER IN LA MESA
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La Jolla Gentlemen and the Party Boy

"At discreet private parties, attended by re- nalable men of a generation and prominence that keeps them in the closet, Andrew Cunanan was a regular," wrote the Philadelphia Inquirer. "The San Diego gay community can be partic- ularly secretive, even from the inside. Gay mili- men and women based in San Diego fear their careers will be destroyed if they are dis- covered, and so they retire to political circles."

As a result, news of a murder scandal in the gay community has been shrouded in mystery, and the investigation has been hampered by the lack of cooperation from witnesses and victims. When the Carrillo family was contacted by the FBI, they were told that the murder was a case of self-defense. However, the family was skeptical and demanded to speak to the investigating agents in person. They were informed that the agents were not available and that the investigation would continue at a later date.

"The Carrillo family is determined to get to the bottom of this case," said a family member. "We have no intention of letting this go unpunished. We want justice for our son, and we want to know the truth about what happened."
BABY, WITH ME,
EVERY DAY IS CHRISTMAS

Son and Lovers

She always chose terrible
locations (a second-floor office
in New York, her
apartments in Long Beach and
Encinitas, a storefront in the
otherwise abandoned
El Cortez) and her equipment
never performed the way she'd hoped.
Bring in any phone and get $100 off a Powerband digital phone.

That's digital from AirTouch — without PCS coverage holes.

THE PERFECT SOLUTION FOR TODAY'S COMPUTER USER...

- INTEL PENTIUM MMX 166 MHz
- 1.7GB Hard Drive
- 32MB RAM
- 12x Multimedia
- 33.6 Fax/Modem

New with MMX Technology

See it Here! Experience it!

The Intel Pentium processor with MMX technology is designed to accelerate advanced business media and communications applications. PCs powered with a Pentium processor with MMX technology and software designed for MMX technology provide the best performance for media-rich applications. The enhanced capabilities deliver realistic 3-D graphics, high-resolution video with enriched color and sound.

$1699

12 Months Interest Free Financing

- Digital Color Monitor (1024x768, 28.5pH, 15"
- Printer (Canon SUC-140L Color Ink Jet)
- 32MB Memory: Expandable to 128MB
- 170MB Hard drive
- 12X Speed CD-ROM
- 16 MB Sound Card, Amplified Speakers
- Digital Video Accelerator
- Keyboard, Mouse
- 2 Years Limited Warranty
- 1 Year Parts

Chapman University

We're not looking for people who dream of changing the world.

We're looking for people ready to roll up their sleeves and do it.

Chapman University offers a degree in Organizational Leadership, with emphasis available to enhance nearly any career path like yours. It's a degree that teaches you how to lead by bringing out the best in other people. It teaches you how to energize, how to empower. It's a degree that prepares you for leadership, no matter what your chosen field. It's a degree that helps you succeed in any career path. It's a degree that helps you reach your goals.

Chapman University

880 E. 57th St.
Los Angeles, CA 90009

(818) 741-4000

12 Months Interest Free Financing

Chapman University

12 Months Interest Free Financing

- Digital Color Monitor (1024x768, 28.5pH, 15"
- Printer (Canon SUC-140L Color Ink Jet)
- 32MB Memory: Expandable to 128MB
- DIGITAL WINDOWS 95 Pre-installed
- PC/TV: The 1997 Order Encyclopedia
- MS-WORKS ChessMaster, Typing Tutor

Chapman University
May Madness Sale! 30% Off Airtime!
Peak Airtime as low as 15¢/minute!
Off-Peak Airtime less than 2¢/minute!

Photo Sale
Free

Datel Pentium computer systems from $895!

ALDIYAY'S 3D DISCOUNT

Fast Internet access from $9.99 a month

Datel Reliant 133 with Monitor!

Datel Your Complete Computer Store
Three White Women, Three African-American Women, One Hispanic Woman, Four White Men, and One African-American Man

PALACE OF GAIN
OR
HOUSE OF PAIN?
LETTERS

I love you, Montreal. You're beautiful, you're magnificent. You're the world's most beautiful city, and I'm so happy to be here. Montreal is my home, and I'm so grateful for everything it offers. From the city's iconic landmarks to its rich history and culture, Montreal is truly a city that has something for everyone. Whether you're a foodie, a culture vulture, or just someone who loves to explore, Montreal has it all. I'm so grateful to call this beautiful city my home, and I can't wait to see all that it has to offer in the future. Montreal, you're one of the best cities in the world, and I'm so lucky to be here.
FREE HOME BUYING SEMINARS
for VA and 1ST-TIME HOMEBUYERS

PRESENTED BY BARBARA GEORGE
746-7811
Take Every Critic with a Grain of Salt

Musicians like to play these pieces, because they pose such great technical challenges.

A conductor decides to go hear the violin and piano by Bartok, the piece being the main event. The conductor is interested in what the musicians will do with the piece, but also in what the audience will think of it. The conductor goes to the concert, and listens attentively. When the performance is over, the conductor approaches the musicians and asks, "How did you think it went?" The musicians reply, "It was great!" The conductor smiles and says, "We did a good job," and the musicians nod in agreement.

Later, the conductor writes a review for the newspaper. In the review, he says, "The musicians did a great job with the Bartok piece. The technical challenges were well handled, and the musicians showed great technical skill. Overall, it was a wonderful performance."
If You Can't Lower Heaven, Raise Hell
Nothing in the river is as toxic as the conversation in the office.


The Odd Couple
Blair Classical Theater, 1609 Broadway, 8:00 p.m. $30.00

The Odd Couple

282 West 47th Street, 8:00 p.m. $30.00

This Memorial Day, Remember... We're Only 4 Weeks Away!

Beauty & the Beast
San Diego Repertory Theatre, 3454 3rd Ave., 8:00 p.m. $45.00

The Importance of Being Earnest
The Old Globe, 1540 Wall Street, 8:00 p.m. $45.00

The Importance of Being Earnest
By Oscar Wilde. Directed by Robert Cupples. Starring Kevin Spacey, Richard Chamberlain, and Elizabeth Spruce.

Joeys
Marla's
Great for Birthdays, Anniversaries or Gift Certificates

"The Maltese Pigeon"
"This is definitely fun evening!"

San Diego Repertory Theatre
1540 Wall Street
San Diego, CA 92101

For tickets call 619-544-1000
Two People Did
Shadow Puppets in
Their Tent

The border guard seemed satisfied with Jim's claim of having only "mucho beer."

On April 28, 27 44 at 8:29 p.m. by a small group of four people, Shadow Puppets Tent was founded on the boardwalk.

A few seconds later, they began their performance. Shadow Puppets Tent is a small group of people who perform with shadow puppets.

They are known for their unique and creative performances, often incorporating local history and culture into their shows.

The Shadow Puppets Tent is located on the boardwalk and is a popular attraction for visitors.

Their shows are performed in a small tent and are free to the public.

The Shadow Puppets Tent is a great place to see a unique and entertaining performance.
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B-Side Players
Wednesdays
10 pm to close

Cafe Sevilla

MAGIC SLIM!
and the
TEARDROPS

DON'T MISS THE BLUES BAND
PERFORMING MAY 28 AT CAFE SEVILLA

MAGIC SLIM
Scatman

BLIND PIG RECORDS
CD $12.99
TOWER
RECORDS, VIDEO, BOOKS

BLIND FISH CHILD

CAMEL Page

THURSDAY
GREEN CIRCLE BAR
617 E. Highland
572-3581

SATURDAY
CABARET
252-5666

LATITUDE 32
219 E. Main St.
573-0981

FRIDAY
THE TUNKED STICK
205-FOOS

WINTER'S END
710 Beacon Ave., Poughkeepsie.

First Person
Celia
The only person
she's ever loved
is gone.

SHACK

BLIND WILSON
710 Beacon Ave., Poughkeepsie.
693-3941

SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Cigarette
Smoke Contains Carbon Monoxide.
MEMORIAL WEEKEND MADNESS
FREE NEW CDs!

*Trade in 3 used CDs and take your choice of any one of Music Trader's new or used CDs up to $14.99 retail. On approval. No limit. Offer good May 22 through May 26, 1997 only.

MEMORIAL WEEKEND SALE
3 CDs FOR $25.00
Buy 3 used CDs (reg. $8.99 each) for $25.00. Not valid with other offers. Expires May 26, 1997.
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SUMMER POPS
Monday, June 2

NO DOUBT
JUNE 3rd
SAN DIEGO SPORTS ARENA
ON SALE NOW!
CALL FOR TIXS: 900-4-TIXX

ROLLINS BAND
COME IN AND BURN TOUR
SKUNK ANANSIE
Saturday, June

SNEAKER PIMPS
Josephine Wiggs Experience
TODAY
ON SALE TODAY
AT 3:00 PM
MAY 22

DOKKEN
GENE
CHRIS WHITLEY

THAT'S 714-634-3373
The Reader will pay you up to $500 for stories about the local music scene (no reviews and opinion pieces). Details, quotes, and originality will get you everywhere.
A Door Also Closes

The wider dissemination of a movie from the outlet simply ensures that it will disappear faster.

Rent Ransom at The Warehouse!

MEL GIBSON

Touchstone Pictures

invites you and a guest to a special advance screening of

CO-OP

Complimentary Passes

to the first 50 people who send a self-addressed, stamped envelope to:
P.O. Box 86983
San Diego, CA 92186

One entry per person. No purchase necessary. Mailing S.A.S.E. will not be returned.
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Bombyx

GRILLED MAHI-MAHI TACOS

END OF PIER + OCEAN BEACH + 256-3476

Pier Cafe

Buffalo Joe's

CALIFORNIA-STYLE PIZZA & PASTA

$10.95 $9.95

All You Can Eat & Drink 11 am to 3 pm

Combo Sunday Champagne Seafood Buffet

$12.95 $11.95

Executive Happy Hour

Every Friday 5:00-8:00 PM

1/2-Price Lunch or Dinner for $12.95

Complimentary Nibbles, Sushi & Sake Bar Dinner for $12.95

Get Into the Movies

Every Lunch Comes With a Free Movie Pass.

Backstage Bill

PRIME RIB NIGHT $11.95

Adult, Vegetables and Vegetables

Rainy Day Breakfast, Lunch or Dinner

FANTASTIC VIEWS OF LINDENWOOD FIELD

PERFECT PARTY SPACE.

Happy Hour 1-7 PM MON.-FRI.

Windsock

Sandwiches, Soup & Sandwich

Fantastic Views of Lindenwood Field

Perfect Party Space.

Beach Party BBQ

Friday, May 30

Sausages at 3 pm • "Irish" pub games

Music, dancing, buffet food

Beer tasting! Sponsored by

Asheboro Beach • $1.00 per glass

Every Tuesday

EXECUTIVE HAPPY HOUR

For the latest in entertainment and dining, check out our full menu featuring international cuisines from Asia, Europe, and the Americas. Our Executive Happy Hour offers half-price meals from 5 to 8 PM, making it the perfect time to treat yourself to a delicious meal. Don't forget to ask about our special offers and discounts available throughout the week. Whether you're looking for a romantic dinner for two or a casual gathering with friends, our restaurant has something for everyone. And don't miss our Beach Party BBQ on Friday, May 30, featuring Sausages at 3 pm, "Irish" pub games, music, dancing, and buffet food. Join us for a fun-filled evening of entertainment and delicious food! For more information, visit our website or call us today.
Exciting career and temporary positions now available

Remedy recruits for San Diego's best companies

CALL TODAY. WORK TODAY.

Minimum Valley: \(+1(619)233-5081\)
Southwest Area: \(+1(619)300-5140\)
Central Valley: \(+1(619)233-7115\)
San Diego Area: \(+1(619)233-7500\)
Employment: \(+1(619)233-8800\)
Clerical/Technical: \(+1(619)233-8800\)

New job openings at the Reader!

Classifieds Service Representative

If you enjoy customer service and have previous typing, spelling, grammar and punctuation skills, in an office environment, this job is for you! Candidate must be able to communicate effectively and possess excellent customer service skills. Immediate openings available for full-time and part-time positions.

Display Advertising Proofreader

If you are a highly skilled individual with excellent proofreading and organizational skills, we offer an opportunity to work in a fast-paced, exciting environment. Typing and grammatical skills are a must. Your ability to work independently or as a team will be critical to your success. Full-time and part-time positions are available.

Macintosh Production Artist

We are looking for a talented individual with excellent proofreading and organizational skills, as well as experience working with desktop publishing software. Experience is desirable but not required. A background in design is essential. This position is ideal for someone who is detail-oriented, creative, and able to meet deadlines. Full-time and part-time positions are available.

In-House Display Account Executive

We are seeking an enthusiastic individual with experience in sales and marketing. You will provide exceptional customer service, build relationships, and drive sales. This position requires excellent communication and organizational skills. Full-time and part-time positions are available.

Apply now at Remedy today! Call 800-233-8800 for more information.

Some positions may be available after May 1997.
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